
Name of the course: The Culture of Expression in Post-Journalism  
Teacher(s): Todorović V. Neda, Domazet Danišić S. Sanja  
Status of the course: Elective  
Number of ECTS: 10  
Eligibility:  
Aim of the course: Modern media technology has altered the core of journalism (the concept of the media, of the consumer, of genre is 

transformed) and citizens have claimed their own communication space in online media, so the media monologue is gradually turning into a 

media dialogue, a conversation. Many of the old methods of writing have gone to the media museum, with a new culture of expression being 

born. However, responsible journalism of the new era includes the standards of reliability and professionalism which are based on efficiency, 

ethics and effectiveness and do not only refer to mastering new technologies, but also the adoption of rules and values that permeate the heart of 

journalism as an academic discipline as well as its research. By defining the concept of genre, as a repeating pattern, and establishinig a 

relatively new classification of journalistic forms in post-journalism, elements of improvement and hybridization of genres as aspects of specific 

creative writing in modern journalism are especially relevant. Within this course, students will master concepts such as news, computer, and 

media literacy, while utilizing the knowledge of genres will facilitate the media analysis aspect dealing with the content and form of journalistic 

expression. The study of theoretical issues and different interpretations of methods of expression in journalism starts with their comprehension 

in a broader sense - in relation to social circumstances, the medium in question, the medium policy, the audience - and monitoring new genre 

development tendencies gives recognition to the complex media-genre relationship dynamic.  
Outcome of the course: By mastering the corpus of knowledge offered, students will be directed to interpret different approaches in 

reading and interpreting different forms of journalistic expression with all theoretical seriousness. The theoretical knowledge is grounded 

in the study of the most recent world literature on the relationship between fiction and non-fiction, the storytelling method, the 

conventions and principles of text comprehension, the creative journalistic approach and style of expression. In order to study journalism 

as a theoretical discipline, attention would also be given to journalistic genre paradigm theories. The approach to studying the theory of 

journalism as a discipline would direct the attention of future analysts away from content, text, "story", and towards procedures wherein 

the meaning and comprehension is sought in the text's form dictated by the type of event (phenomenon) written about, but which also 

depends on an array of external, non-journalistic factors. Such all-encompassing insight serves as a guide to broader understanding in 

each individual journalistic product and media action as a whole, and is a prerequisite for all future media and media product analysis. 

The journalistic genre theory should equip the media researcher with the tools to analyze form, methods of content formation, to 

understand the "newsmaking" process, for specific communication composition appropriate to specific events, media form, etc. Special 

attention will be devoted to the research of the mutual influence between media content and genre.  
Content of the course: Journalism culture - history, development, new approaches. Researchers would be steered towards an analytical 

approach to this fluctuating system the elements of which are rapidly changing while keeping some of their traditional characteristics 

and moving from the interpretation of reality to forging it. Journalism and literature have always had much in common: writers that were 

journalists and journalist writers that also characterize post-journalism with examples of creative writing would be a very challenging 

topic for a future researcher. Possibilities of creative writing in post-journalism would be pointed out, as well as the specific methods of 

its analysis. New narrative journalism, a characteristic of modern practices, would be analyzed and researched from the aspects of ethics 

(it is becoming more and more difficult to differentiate truth from lie, reality from fiction) and aesthetics (the storytelling technique 

paradigm and the study of it). Future analysts will also examine the interrelationships between the classic, professional, and the laic, 

citizen journalism on the Internet. The specificities of online journalism would be the subject of a separate research: non-linear 

multimedia writing is based on different literary and textual conventions, which results in different forms of information with different 

purposes. Genres of expression would also be analyzed in terms of classic and modern journalism - heritage, new possibilities, 

overcoming limitations of genre. Hybridization as a characteristic of the current writing practice would be studied via online practice 

paradigm starting from the concept of agenda determination, journalistic discourse as well as a completely new understanding of text in 

post-journalism. Research would include the analysis of the relation between form, content and structure. The media literacy concept 

research would involve the study of genre interpretation as well as new methods of reading/interpreting media text. 

  
Literature: Abot H. Poter, Uvod u teoriju proze, SG. Bgd., 2009; Cavell Richard, MCLuhan Space, A Cultural Geography, Toronto 

2002;Haas Tonny, Public Journalism, EIMC, Academic Press, USA, 2003; ЈOHNSTON H. Donald, Encyclopedia of International 

Media and Communications, Academic Press, London, 2003; Krejg Ričard, Onlajn novinarstvo, Klio, 2010; Lešić Zdenko, Teorija 

književnosti, SG, 2010; Poter Džejms, Medijska pismenost, Klio, 2011; Salmon Kristijan, Storiteling, Klio, 2010; Salmon Kristijan, 

Strategija Šeherezade, Klio, 2011; Todorović Neda, Literarni žurnalizam, Kultura, 2011; Todorović Neda, Zagušenje preobiljem 

informacija, SM 17, 2011  
Number of classes of active teaching Lectures: 4 Study research work: 3 

Teaching methods: lectures, practical work, individual consultations, guest lectures, discussion groups  
Assessment of knowledge (maximum number of points: 100) 

60 seminar paper, 40 oral exam 


